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A law of large numbers theorem is established for measure-valued processes describing the age 
distribution of particles. The proofs are based on Hilbertian techniques, as the measures are 
regarded as elements of the dual of some weighted Sobolev space. 
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Introduction 
In his thesis, Oelschlager (1982) has studied the evolution of the ages of a finite 
population which evolves with births and deaths. More precisely, he describes 
classically the state of the population at time t by a measure-valued process: 
where I, is the index set of the individuals alive at time t, ai is the age at time t of 
the individual indexed by i, 6, is the Dirac measure at point a, and l/N represents 
the ‘mass’ of each particle, the total mass of the particles alive at time 0 being 
supposed constant (= 1, so N is the cardinal of the initial population). He studies 
the convergence in law of the sequence of the processes (P~),,,~~. 
Our purpose here is to extend his results for a more general model, including a 
branching model (where each particle when dying gives birth to some new particles), 
and a classical demographic evolution model (where each individual may give birth 
to one or more other particles simultaneously, without disappearing at the same 
time). 
The techniques used here are different from those used by Oelschlager. We choose 
to embed the measure spaces in weighted Sobolev spaces. This method has been 
exposited in a general case by Metivier (1987). The reasons of this choice are: 
(1) To use standard stochastic calculus, we need to have processes which are 
right-continuous and have left limits at each time t. But, even if X(t) is a regular 
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process, it is not true that the process 6x(,1 is also regular if the measure space is 
equipped with an unsuitable topology. This leads us to set on the measure spaces 
a topology so that the mapping x+ 6, is continuous. 
(2) In Sobolev spaces, we can use Hilbertian techniques. Furthermore, the weight 
allows us to introduce a chain of Sobolev spaces (by modifying the weight), one of 
the natural injections being compact. This compactness is essential to prove the 
tightness of the sequence of the processes pN. 
The theorem proved here is a law of large numbers theorem, which will be found 
in Section 3. 
1. Measure spaces and Sobolev spaces 
1.1. Function spaces and measure spaces 
VpzO,Vj,‘jE, C ‘JJ is the space of real functions v defined on R,, continuously 
differentiable up to order j, and such that 
lim $ Iv’“‘(x)l 
-= 
x++cc kzO 1-t xp 
o. 
For each v of C’,‘, we write 
(C““, I/ IIc.w) . 1s a B anach space. For j = 0, we note simply that CD,” = Cp. For every 
bounded continuous real function v on R,, and every bounded measure j.~ on R,, 
we write 
(v, P)= v(x)p.(dx). 
Here A4 = M(R+) is the space of bounded measures on R,, and M, is the positive 
cone of M, while M p is the space of bounded measures on R, , which have p-moments 
(P>O). 
If 1~1 is the total variation of w, then we let 
VP E M”, lb 11,~ = (1 +x"M(dx)- 
CM”, II IIMfa) is a B anach space. M p is the dual of C P, and M “, is the positive cone 
of M”. 
1.2. Weighted Sobolev spaces and imbedding theorems 
For j EN and p 2 0, we denote by W’,‘,” the space of functions v on R, which have 
derivatives (in the sense of distributions) which are functions up to order j: 
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u )...) 21 (k) )...) 2) (‘) such that 
ij 
(J”‘(x))” dx < +oo 
!%=I) 82, 1+x2p 
Then, W”,p is equipped with the Hilbertian norm 
and for p = 0, we note that W’,2,” = W” the ‘classic’ Sobolev space (see Adams, 
1975). Now Wi’%p is the closure in W’,*,” of the set Cz of infinitely differentiable 
functions with compact support. We denote by WpLr3’ (resp. W;‘,“,p) the dual space 
of WJ,‘3p (resp. W[;2,p). 
The next results can be found in Adams (1975). 
Proposition 1.1. (i) Vj E N*, Vp > 0, Vk 2 0, W(,tk,‘.p c Ch3” and there is a constant 
&,j,k(K,,,j if k = 0) such that 
)I 2)/l C”.” s &,,k 11 ul] ,.,,,ith.‘.“. 
(ii) Vj E hJ*, Vk E N*, Vp > i, the natural injection of Whtk3’ into W/y2,” is a Hilbert- 
Schmidt imbedding. 0 
Consequently, we can write: 
w;+G c W(ll2.P c CP; 
and for the dual chain: 
MP c w;iJ.P ,= wC;(1+U,2. 
Furthermore, applying (i) with k = 1, we see that the mapping x + 6, is continuous, 
when MP is equipped with the topology induced by W,J323p. 
2. The martingale problem 
2.1. Presentation of the model 
We recall that our purpose is to study the process 
the notation having been made precise in the introduction. 
For every N, j_~ N is a process defined on a probability space (a”, dN, P”), 
equipped with a filtration (Fy), _-,, for which this process is adapted. It is a Markov 
process. Besides, as the space of finite linear combinations of Dirac measures can 
be seen as a subspace of MI’, we now choose p > 1 and consider that the process 
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P N takes its values in Mf . Its sample paths are right-continuous and have left 
limits at each t 3 0, if MC is equipped with the topology of Wg(-‘tk)52 (or any other 
topology so that the mapping x + 6,Y is continuous). 
P N evolves from its initial state pr with a ‘drift’ due to the natural ageing, and 
moreover, with ‘jumps’ corresponding to the births and deaths. The jumps are 
described by two functions y, and y2: R, x Mz x N --, R, such that ?,(a, k, k) (resp. 
yz(a, p, k)) is the birth rate of k descendants of an individual having age a in the 
population modelized by p without (resp. with) disappearing at the same time. We 
notice that y, ( . , . , 0) - 0. Besides, if we want to describe a pure branching model, 
then we take y, = 0. If we want a demographic evolution model, then y2(. , . , 0) is 
the death rate, and -yz(. , . , k) - 0 for k 2 1. 
2.2. The martingale problem 
Here d = D(R+, Wii”,2) is the Skorohod space of the W,“,2-valued functions defined 
on R+, which are right-continuous and have left limits in every r of R,. This space 
is equipped with the regularized filtration generated by the canonical process b,. 
Let C,( Wi’,‘) be the space of the real bounded continuous functions defined on 
W,y”,2. As a consequence of the Dynkin formula, the law FN of the process pN is 
a solution of the martingale problem defined in d by 
(i) PN(~-zo=~~~)= 1. 
I 
I 
(ii) VrcI E C’, $G,) - 44h1) - LN$(@,) ds is a pN martingale. 
0 
Here LN is the infinitesimal generator of the process pNN, and C’ a suitable subset 
of C,( w;‘l,*). 
2.3. The injinitesimal generator 
The infinitesimal generator is the sum of two terms; one is due to the ageing and is 
while the other is a jump term, corresponding to the births and deaths. 
If I = {i/a, E support(p)}, then 
2.4. Particular cases 
(a) Applying the above formula to the function $ defined by G(p) = (v, /-L), with 
vrc; (we cut with a stopping time so as to get a bounded function), we have 
LN~(~)=v(O)(m(.,~),~cL)-(~(.,l*)v(.),~)+(v’(.),~) 
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with 
and 
m( a, p) = C k( y,(a, p, k) + yz( a, p, k)) (mean number of descendants) 
kZ0 
r(a, P) = C ~,(a, P, k) (death rate). 
I, 2” 
So we can here write the Dynkin formula 
(w-~“,N)=(w:)+ ‘W(~t’))ds+M? 
I 
(2.1) 
0 
where M N3u is a locally square-integrable PN martingale, and b is defined by: 
VVEC;;, V~EM”, 
(~,b(~))=(m(..~),~)(v,~,~)-(v(.)~(.r~))r~*)+(v’(.),~L). (2.2) 
(b) To have the quadratic variation of the local real martingale MN*’ (this 
quadratic variation will be denoted (MN,‘)), we classically apply the Dynkin formula 
and the Ito formula to the function cp defined by (p(p) = (u, p)‘. Let us assume that 
the jumps of the process pN are isolated (which will be true from assumption (Al) 
below). Identifying the two expressions, we obtain 
the operator a being defined by: 
Vu~C‘li,, VVEC;, V~EM’;, 
(4 u(EL)v)= U(O)V(O)(~‘(., P), P))--U(O)(m,(., P)V(.), P) 
-v(O)(m,(.,~)u(.),~L+(U(.)U(.)y(.,~),~) 
with 
(2.3) 
and 
m,(., P)= C ky,(., PCL, k). 
h-0 
3. The law of large numbers theorem 
Our purpose in this section is to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. We assume (for a fixed p > 1): 
(Al) m and y are uniformly bounded on Iw,~ x MT, i.e. there is C 3 0 such thut 
VXER,, V/_~cr.Mf, m(x,p)+y(x,p)sC. 
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(A2) m and y are Lipschitz in the two variables on R, x MC, i.e. there is C 3 0 
such that 
v(x, x’) E (R+)‘, v(t-~ p’) e (M:)‘, 
Im(X,~)-m(x’,~‘)I+Ir(x,~)-Y(X’,~’)I~ C(l.-x’l+IIP-P’lIM”). 
(A3) There is a constant S,, such that 
VXER,, V~.LE M”, (T2(X,~)GsP(l+XP). 
(A4) The sequence of the laws of (t_~r) converges weakly to S,+, ~.L,,E MT. 
(A5) SUP ~N(II~,NIl~4 < +a. 
N 
Then, for h Z= 2, the sequence of the laws of p N converges weakly in D(R+, Wifix2) 
to b,, where p is the unique solution in Mf of the equation 
I 
I 
/4=/4,+ @CL,) ds. 
0 
Remark. By obvious adaptations of the proofs given below, the theorem remains 
true if assumptions (A3) and (A5) are replaced by (A3’) and (A5’): 
(A3’) There are q 2 $p and a constant S,,, such that Vx E R, , Vp E M f, 
(A57 
3.1. The associated martingale in Wg’@ 
From (2.1), for any v of Cz, 
M ~‘=(v,~~~)-(v,t$- ‘(v,b(t-?))ds 
5 II 
is a locally square integrable real martingale. 
We study the continuity in W$’ of the mapping v+ Mp”. 
Lemma 3.2. We assume (Al) and that 
ll/4 Mu < +a3 PN a.s. 
(this assumption being weaker than (A5)). Then for any T > 0, there is a constant K, 
such that for any stopping time r G T, 
E>UPL,NI~P)~ IIPCLII~J~ e”~~r. (3.1) 
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Proof. We denote by 1,) the interval [0, p] in R,. As p: has a finite support, we 
can choose p large enough such that I, contains this support. We write 
r0 =inf{t/Z~nsupport(~~) f @}. 
Let up be an infinitely differentiable function with compact support in R,, such that 
v,(x)=l+x” for OSxsp. 
We know that MN~‘~~ is a PN local martingale. Let (7k)kiN be a localizing sequence 
of stopping times. We choose T 3 0 and T a stopping time smaller than T. We write 
(T= TV, A 7k A T. From (2.1), we deduce that 
(I 
, n <r E,N~((l+XP,~,~~,))=E~((l+XP,~UgN))+E~~ (1 +x”, C-d’)) s 0 > 
and from (2.2), 
(1 +x”, b(p))= (m(x, PL), p)-((1 +xP)J4x, p), p)+(Pxpp’, LL). 
If p > 1 there is c,, such that Vx E R,, pxp-‘s c,,(l +x”). Furthermore, p N is PN 
a.s. carried by the positive measures, then 
(I 
I E,N((l+XP,~~~r))~lI~LgNIIM”+~pE~ (1 +xp, I&T) ds 0 > 
with K,, = C + cp. Applying the Gronwall lemma, we get 
;y~ E>(ll(~,,~,ll~~~)~ IIGIIMf’ t+‘. 
Then, as k and p--f too, we obtain (3.1) by application of Fatou’s lemma. 0 
Lemma 3.3. Under assumption (Al), for h 2 2 there is a constant b,.,, such that 
Vu E C;, V/_L E M:, 
I(v, ~~~u)~l~~,,,~ll~lI~~Il~ll~:;,~. (3.2) 
So for any t_~ of Mz, b(p) may be identijied as an element of Wih,’ and 
llbb)ll wi,“.‘s bp,/, lI~lI/.w. (3.3) 
Proof. We have to bound the three terms of the right-hand side in (2.2). 
We have 
from Proposition 1.1. In the same way, 
~(v(.)Y(.,P),PL)I~ CII~IIM”K~.,~IIVIIW::.‘.” 
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Since (( . (( ,.+u~ c (( . (( w;;.z we get (3.2). 0 
Corollary 3.4. Under assumptions (Al) and 
(a) PNa.s.VsaO,pl.,NEM?. 
(AS), for any h 2 2 we have: 
(b) PN a.s. VT>0 the mapping s+ b(pF): [0, T]+ Wit’*’ is integrable. 
(c) MN deJned by: 
VtsO, M,N=$-F:- 
i 
’ G.;) ds, 
0 
is a locally square integrable PN martingale, with values in W,“72. 
(3.4) 
Proof. (a) Is a consequence of Lemma 3.2. 
(b) Is a consequence of (3.3), (3.1) and (A5). 
(c) VtaO, MOE Wit”2 and (My, v)= My”. 0 
We now study the tensor quadratic variatlon of the local martingale MN (see 
Metivier, 1982). It is a bilinear form on Wgh.‘, which is associated with a nuclear 
operator ((M “)), from W$2 into W;“*’ such that 
V(u, U)E (CZ)‘, 
from what has been done 
martingales M, IV.) 
I 
I 
(u, ((MN)),v) = Of?‘, M?‘)=$ (u, a(p?)u)ds, 
0
in Section 2.4. ((M, N) denotes the Meyer-process of two 
Lemma 3.5. We assume that assumptions (Al) and (A3) hold. Let q = $p. Then for 
any j 2 1 there is a constant K, such that 
t’(u, v) E (G)‘, vp E MT, 
Ku, ~~~~~~I~~iIl~llw,~~~~~II~II~~~~~~~Il~II~~. (3.5) 
Soforany h 2 2 andp ofMz, a(p) may be identifiedasan element of L’( Wgh,2, W$‘), 
(L’( W, W‘) denotes the space of nuclear operators from W in W’ (Me’tivier, 1982), 
and there is a constant I’?!, such that 
Trace,;,lr.z a(p)s &,]I~.L]~~I~. (3.6) 
Proof. For any ja 1, due to (A3) the first term of the right-hand side in (2.3) is 
bounded by 
K:,,S, II u II W&J,” ll 2) IIWpJllP II M”’ , 
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the last one is bounded by 
KZ,.jC (1~ (( w~z~“II u (( w/;~~“II~ II 2” 3 
and the two central terms are bounded by 
K:,C(lul(w:~‘~‘~((~(lw:j~~‘~II~((~”. 
Hence (3.5) is proved. 
Let h 2 2 and h - 1 >j 2 1. From (3.5) we can extend a(p) to a bilinear form on 
wb’,’ X w$‘. From Proposition l.l(ii) the injection W$‘c Wk2,’ is Hilbert-Schmidt. 
So if (u,),,~ is a complete orthonormal system in W$‘, we have 
Tracew,,‘r.2 a(p) =: (u,, a(p)n,,)s K,(: Il~.,~l~~,~~-~~i>ll~ll~~‘~ 
and (3.6) is proved. II 
Corollary 3.6. Under assumptions (Al), (A3) and (A5), for any h 2 2 we have PN 
ax VT > 0, the mapping s -r a (p y) : [0, T] + L’( W[i,‘, W,‘,‘) is integrable and 
((MN)), =+ 
I 
4/-d? ds. 
Proof. We omit the proof, which is just like the proof of Corollary 3.4. 0 
3.2. Tightness of the sequence of laws pN in Wg”,’ and limits 
(a) Tightness of the laws. To use Aldous-Rebolledo type criteria, we have only 
to prove (see Joffe and Metivier, 1986): 
(Pl) For any T> 0, e > 0, 77 > 0, there is 6 > 0 such that for any sequence (TN) 
of stopping times (for FN) smaller than T, 
TN+<2 
(i) sup sup PN 
N O==o--6 7% 
T\+fI 
(ii) 
N O-a_-fi TN 
(P2) For any t, the sequence of the laws of p r is tight in W,“,’ 
To prove (Pi)(i) it is sufficient to note that 
(using the strong Markov property of the process) 
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s b,,,cuEN sup Ez 
( 
(using (3.3)) 
.S 6<I 
4 b,,,,aE “( lIpElI w;~o) eKrau (using (3.1)) 
s b,,,,aEN( llp~lj ,Q.z) eKla(r+u) (using (3.1) again). 
Inequality (Pl)(ii) is shown in a similar way, from inequality (3.6). 
To have (P2), it is of course necessary that the sequence of the laws of the (~~)NEN 
be tight in Wc”,2, and this is true from assumption (A4). 
We noticed, as a consequence of Proposition 1.1, that the injection M” c WihT2 
can decompose in the fashion 
MP C W,‘“+‘,‘.P c W,“,2, p>;, h-kal, ha2. 
The first imbedding is continuous while the second one is Hilbert-Schmidt and 
hence compact. 
From assumption (A5) and Lemma 3.2, we have sup, EN (lip: II M~a) < See and 
thus the image by the above injection of a bounded subset of MP is relatively 
compact in W,h,2. Hence the required conclusion follows. 
(b) Identijcation of the limit. 
Lemma 3.7. Let 17 be a subsequential limit of the sequence P” (to simplify the notation, 
W I 
we can write P = lim F” ). ‘Then for any T > 0 the image of P by the natural restriction 
from d = D(lR+, W;“,‘) in d, = D([O, T], W,“.‘) is curried by 
L”([O, T], M$) n C(R+, W;‘7,2) 
Proof. Let b, be the canonical process of d: h,(w) = o(t). For T> 0, h E C([O, T)], 
uECE, we set 
rcl(w)= 7 
5 
h(s)(u, i&(w)) ds. 
0 
Then, $ is a continuous function on d (for the Skorohod metric, see Joffe and 
Metivier, 1986), positive p N as. ifwe assume h ~Oandu~O.Therefore{w/+(o)~O)} 
is closed in fi. By the Portmanteau theorem (see Billingsley, 1968), we have 
~((Cl(w)>0)~1im13N($(w)~0)=1 
and hence, 
I 
T 
h(s)(u,/Z,(w))dsaO Pas. 
0 
As this is true for all h 2 0 and u 2 0, this implies that for almost all t, J, is 13 a.s. 
a positive linear form, and hence a measure. The fact that p is carried by 
L”([O, T], M”) is a consequence of Lemma 3.2 and assumption (A5). 
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We now prove that 5 is carried by the continuous sample paths, which seems 
intuitively true, as the ‘jumps’ of the process pN are in l/N, and so become small 
as N + +oo. We denote by A;,(w) the jump at t of the sample path w. Then, 
A~,(w)=~,(w)-~,~(w)andVT>O,themappingw~s~p,,~(~A~,(w)J~~~~~~.~iscon- 
tinuous. Consequently, the subset {w/sup,,r IlAj&(w)ll w,l~c2> p} is open for any 
p > 0. Then 
F 
( 
sup11 A;, II ,.;Q > p 
I- T 
by again applying the Portmanteau theorem. So we have to prove that the second 
term of this inequality is zero. 
hence the conclusion. 0 
Lemma 3.8. Under assumptions (Al) to (A5), every subsequential limit P of the 
sequence (F”) is carried by the solutions of the equation 
J 
I /4=th+ b(pCL,) ds. (3.7) 
0 
Proof. To show that the limit law has the martingale property, we show that it is 
true weakly: Vs < t, Vu E CT, VF E D, (filtration generated by the canonical process), 
13 
( ( 
1~. (0, /-L-(v, ,4- ‘(v, b(/.L))du J >> =0 c 
(if necessary, we cut with a stopping time to be in a bounded case). We set 
4(w) =(u, G,(W))-(t: /L(W))- J’(u, G,,(w))) du. I 
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As a consequence of the above lemma (see Joffe and Metivier, 1986), this function 
4 is p as. continuous and bounded on C(R+, W,“,“), therefore we can write 
E(1F4(.))=l@i.N(1F4(.))=0 (from(2.1)). 
This implies 
r-;r = bo+ 
5 
I 
G) ds+M,, 
0 
with M, a Wi”,’ valued p martingale. Taking the limit, we see that the quadratic 
variation of this martingale is zero, so the martingale itself is zero, hence the 
conclusion. (F(k, = po) = 1 from assumption (A4).) 0 
Lemma 3.9. Under assumptions (Al) to (A5), equation (3.7) has a unique solution 
in MP. 
Proof. We denote for every t, p.T = p, * &, (convolution of p, with the Dirac 
measure at (-t). p, is a solution of (3.7) if and only if p: is a solution of 
(3.8) 
where b* is defined by: 
with 
b*(s, P) = (m(. , PL, ~1, oh-, - Y(. , P, S)P 
m(.,~.,s)=m(x+s,~**,) and Y(~,~,~)=Y(x+s,/~**.~). 
(We notice that after the convolution the term (u’, p) in the definition of (v, b(p)) 
is suppressed.) cl 
Assumptions (A2) which have been made on the functions defining b guarantee 
that 6” is a continuous mapping from R, x MP into M’, locally Lipchitzian in p. 
This allows us to say that equation (3.8) has a unique solution with values in the 
Banach space M”. Hence the same conclusion holds for equation (3.7), and this 
ends the proof of Theorem 3.1. 0 
Remark. (i) If we assume a priori that the measure p modelizing the population 
has a density for the Lebesgue measure, and with suitable assumptions on the initial 
states and the coefficients, we find as unique solution of equation (3.7) the unique 
solution of the deterministic system studied by Gurtin and MacCamy (1974). 
(ii) We want also to mention that a similar result has been proved by Bose (1986), 
in the case of a linear critical birth-and-death process. 
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